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CMP: ₹1,961

Target: ₹2,430

Shareholding Pattern (as on Dec’20)

Key Data

Bloomberg Code SFL IN

NSE Code SFL

BSE Code 540203

Sector FMCG

Industry Household & Personal Prod.

Face Value (₹) 5.0

BV per share (₹) 189

Dividend Yield (%) 0%

52 Week L/H(₹) 1,178/2,382

Market Cap. (₹ Mn.) 96,980 

Sheela Foam Limited 

Analyst: Shikher Jain
shikherjain@rathi.com

Dec-20 Sep-20 Jun-20 Mar-20

Promoter 72.95% 72.95% 75% 75%

Institutions 24.9% 24.9% 24.9% 22.9%

Others 2.1% 2.1% 2.1% 2.1%

Total 100% 100% 100% 100%
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Nifty 500 SFL

(In ₹ mn) FY-19 FY-20 FY-21E FY-22E FY-23E

Net Sales 21,414 21,736 22,337 24,866 27,934 

EBITDA 2,095 3,004 3,596 4,501 5,615 

EBITDA Margin 9.8% 13.8% 16.1% 18.1% 20.1%

PAT (₹) 1,337 1,934 2,359 3,017 3,822 

EV/Sales 4.5 4.5 4.4 3.9 3.5 

EV/EBITDA 40.8 28.6 24.7 20.0 16.1 

P/E (x) 71.5 49.5 40.5 31.7 25.0 

Price Performance CY17 CY18 CY19 CY20 YTD

Absolute 86% -16% -12% 40% 12%

Relative 50% -12% -21% 23% 7%

NIFTY 500 35.9% -3.6% 8.3% 16.8% 5.0%
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 Sheela Foam Limited (SFL) is a leading player in India’s mattress and foam products industry. Founded in 1971, the Company

enjoys strong brand awareness and a nationwide presence in manufacturing of mattresses, home comfort products and technical

grades of PU foam. The Company also enjoys a significant presence overseas, with its products being exported to over 20

countries worldwide.

 Company being top player in the mattress and foam products industry in India with estimated market share of 20-23% in the

organized market (constitute 35% of total market). It is expected that with the implementation of GST the market share of

organized sector to increase up to ~41% and with this SFL to be a big beneficiary of the shift in taste following urbanization and

changing lifestyle.

 SleepX, the e-commerce brand has forayed into the furniture category with the launch of a premium offering ‘Sheesham Wood

Bed’. This segment has a huge potential for branded products.

 Company top-line grew at a CAGR of 11.8% which surpasses the overall Indian mattress market which has grown at a CAGR of 8-

10% over the past 5-years. It is expected that market to reach ~140 billion by the 1HFY22 and being the leader in the mattress

segment SFL to get benefitted in the coming years.

 SFL, promoted by the late Ms Sheela Gautam, commenced commercial production of PU foam in 1971 at its factory in Sahibabad,

Uttar Pradesh. It currently has 10 PU foam-manufacturing units, with combined capacity of 123,000 tonne per annum (tpa)

across India.

 Sheela Foam is amongst the top 3 players in the industry and is expected to be big beneficiary of the shift in taste following

urbanization and changing lifestyle. Given its history of proven performance, focused management, huge product profile and

market share gain makes Sheela Foam is worth Exploring for Long term. Hence, we recommend with a Buy rating with a target

price of ₹2,430 per share.

Evolution of SFL as a leading manufacture of mattress & PU 
Foam in India

Sheela Foam Limited
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 One of the major developments of FY 2019-20 is the acquisition of Spanish Company Interplasp, which makes polyurethane foam

for bedding, furniture and other applications. It also markets to mattress manufacturers in Portugal and foam convertors in

Morocco. It has a single facility with a capacity of 22,000 tonne per annum.

 With this acquisition, company can scale up their European business significantly, and there is much more room to grow there

than in Australian business. It also opens more doors in North America because of its geographical proximity.

 Besides providing presence in Europe, world’s largest polyurethane foam market, the acquisition of Interplasp will lead to

operational efficiency as manufacturing cost in Spain is the lowest in Europe. The acquisition will result in reduction in raw

material pricing for the group companies in India, Australia and Spain.

Acquistion of Spanish firm Interplasp

Sheela Foam Limited
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 During the year, the Company substantially increased the Sales Volume of Mattresses, registering a growth of 20% over last year,

despite losing sale during the lockdown period. This has led to higher market share of company in the organized mattress market

and continues to retain its leadership position in Mattress and Foam Products.

 The Company continues to increase its market penetration and the total retail outlets including EBO and MBO are more than

11500. The B2B segment of business was impacted by the slowdown in automotive segment.

 The culture of Work From Home would also mean higher usage of Mattresses, resulting in higher replacement demand. Sound

Sleep is now known to be the biggest contributor to good body immunity. It is expected that this realization would also work in

favor of organized mattress manufacturing units.

 Despite this slowdown the Company was able to sell volumes similar to last year till 26 March, 2021. To increase the sales in this

segment, Company continues to develop Import Substitute Foam through its in-house Research & Development.

Present status & Future Outlook

Sheela Foam Limited
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Q3-FY21 Results (Consolidated)

Source: Company, Anand Rathi Research

Sheela Foam Limited 

(In ₹ mn) Q3-FY21 Q3-FY20 Chg 9M-FY21 9M-FY20 Chg

Net Sales 8,259       6,580       25.5% 17,027      16,695     2.0%

Operating Expense 6,820       5,642       20.9% 14,245      14,430     -1.3%

EBITDA 1,439       938           53.4% 2,782         2,265       22.8%

Other Income 157           72             358            278           

Depreciation 199           122           544            321           

EBIT 1,397       888           57.3% 2,596         2,223       16.8%

Interest 47             30             131            77             

PBT 1,351       859           57.3% 2,465         2,146       14.9%

Tax 349           212           647            525           

Exceptional Items -            -            -             -            

PAT 1,001       647           54.9% 1,818         1,621       12.1%

Minority /Other Adj. (9)              (4)              (22)             (4)              

Consolidated PAT 993           643           54.4% 1,796         1,617       11.0%

Margins Q3-FY21 Q3-FY20 Chg  BPS 9M-FY21 9M-FY20 Chg  BPS

Operating Margin % 17.4% 14.3% 317 16.3% 13.6% 277

Net Margin % 12.0% 9.8% 225 10.5% 9.7% 86
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Diversified Product Portfolio…

Sheela Foam Limited
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 Although mattresses continue to contribute substantially to revenue, the SFL group has a significant presence in retail and

industrial foam products as well. Furthermore, presence in Australia through Joyce Foam Pty Ltd (JFPL largest foam player in

Australia) and across the European Union through Interplasp, diversifies the group's geographical presence.

 Both the Spanish and Australian businesses contributed Rs 50-60 crore each to EBITDA in the nine months of fiscal 2021. While

the Australian unit was operating at full capacity even during the time of corona while the Spanish unit was running at 50-70%.

 Healthy geographical diversity in revenue is expected to benefit the operations over the medium term and protect the company

from any regional disruptions.

 The financial risk profile is underpinned by comfortable debt protection metrics and healthy capital structure. Sustained

profitability has ensured healthy gearing of 0.28 time as on December 31, 2020.

 Prudent funding of capital expenditure (capex) and acquisition has kept gearing below 1 time in the six fiscals through 2015. The

financial metrics should remain strong over the medium term, supported by sustained accrual and limited debt.

Healthy Revenue Diversity & Strong Financial Risk Profile

Sheela Foam Limited
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 Company posted Consolidated Revenue from operations of ₹825 crores in Q3FY21 compared to ₹658 crores of Q3FY 20,

registering a growth of Growth of 26%. EBITDA for Q3Y21 was ₹143 crores, as against ₹93 crores of corresponding quarter. Net

profit (PAT) for Q3Y21 was ₹99 crores, as compared to ₹64 crores.

Standalone India:

 During the quarter, Revenue from operations on standalone basis was ₹604 crores compared to ₹518 crores of Q3FY20. The

EBITDA for the quarter was ₹99 crores as compared to ₹71 of corresponding quarter. The Net Profit (PAT) for Q3FY21 was ₹78

crores as compared to ₹49 crores of corresponding quarter.

Standalone Australia:

 During this quarter, Revenue from operations from Australia was ₹121 crores compared to ₹90 crores of Q3FY20, registering a

growth of 34%. The EBITDA increased to ₹26 crores from ₹12 crores of corresponding quarter and the Net Profit (PAT) was ₹11

crores compared to ₹6 crores of Q3FY20.

Standalone Spain:

 The Revenue from operations were ₹100 crores, with an EBITDA of ₹18 crores and Net Profit of ₹9 crores.

An eye on Numbers…

Sheela Foam Limited
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 Raw material cost forms a significant portion of the total manufacturing cost (about 70%). Polyol and toluene diisocyanate (TDI),

are the major raw materials and are manufactured from by-products of crude oil and their prices are linked to the price of crude

oil, as well as to demand-supply conditions.

 Over the past 8-months, gross margins remained under pressure due to increase in the price of TDI and Polyol. Polyols are at the

level of 200, TDI is of the level of 163 plus about 170. This is primarily due to supply chain disruptions and faster than expected

demand recovery of the foam industry.

 Raw material prices are based on two things is the demand side as well as the crude price or the feedstock price. Both are low for

the moment and are estimated that they would continue to be low for the next couple of months.

 Moreover, management also believes that raw materials price have reached their peak and should stabilize by Q4FY21.

Raw material prices on the declining side…

Sheela Foam Limited
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 PU foam mattress account for the highest ~50% share of

the organized mattress market in India and is expected to

reach ~90 billion by the 1HFY22 and being the dominant

player SFL financials will get boosted in the coming

quarters.

Organized mattress market in India is placed favorably for PU 
foam mattresses 

Sheela Foam Limited
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Extensive & well developed pan India sales and distribution 
network

Sheela Foam Limited
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 Keeping pace with growing demand: The Company is committed to developing personalized products to keep pace with the

increasing demand. Leveraging existing portfolio of products, know-how and manufacturing capabilities qualifies it to produce

niche and higher-margin products, including more sophisticated grades of technical PU foam.

 Expanding distribution network and presence: Company is focused on deepening its domestic retail presence and aggressively

sell its low-priced products in rural market. With development of infrastructure, it would be reaching out to customers in remote

areas by expanding its distribution channels in newer geographies. Company’s low-priced products find significant demand in

rural areas. With adequate infrastructure development, company aims to reach out to such consumers and expand its presence

in remote locations to gain higher volumes.

 Product Expansion & Brand Development: Company’s low-priced mattresses – Starlite and Feather Foam – provide ample

growth opportunities to penetrate in the rural retail market. It endeavors to further launch competitively priced products to gain

higher volumes. Looking ahead, company continues to invest in enhancing its brand presence and intends to accomplish this with

aggressive brand promotion and marketing initiatives, strengthening the distribution and retail network, among others.

 Leveraging E-commerce: The Company is actively pursuing the E-commerce channel for the sale of mattresses and allied

products in line with the evolving times. Besides leveraging its own website to showcase product line-up and attract sales,

company has also launched a sub-brand and product line by the name of ‘SleepX’ to retail market places like Amazon and Flipkart

in the second quarter of the fiscal year. Since launch, this has been seeing good traction. The Company expects this to enhance

its top line and bottom line growth in the coming years.

Huge Potential in near term…

Sheela Foam Limited
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We expect the company to register strong growth in the 
near term

Sheela Foam Limited

Revenue estimates (₹ Mn.) EBITDA & EBITDA margin estimates

 The Company performance remains in line in spite of pandemic COVID-19. Further, continue building brand leadership in core
home comfort products, such as mattresses and bedding material, as well as higher-grade technical PU Foam lines, represents
a significant opportunity for its future growth. Additionally, financial position likely to improve on an account of margins due to
an expectation of fall in raw material price. Hence, we expect Sheela Foam to grow at a stronger pace in next couple of years
with EBIDTA margin stands at 20.1% in FY23.
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 Sleep well, being flagship brand, is likely to be a key

beneficiary of high growth in the mattress industry driven by

its aggressive branding, deepening reach and product

innovation.

 Sheela Foam is amongst the top 3 players in the industry and

is expected to be big beneficiary of the shift in taste

following urbanization and changing lifestyle. Given its

history of proven performance, focused management, huge

product profile and market share gain makes Sheela Foam is

worth exploring for long term.

 At CMP the stock is trading at 25.0 times FY23E earnings.

 We initiate our coverage with BUY rating on Sheela Foam

Limited with a target price of ₹2,430 per share.

Relative stock performance (Mar’20=100)

Valuation and Recommendation:

Source: Bloomberg, Anand Rathi Research

Source: Company, Anand Rathi Research

Sheela Foam Limited 
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Nifty 500 SFL

(In ₹ mn) FY-19 FY-20 FY-21E FY-22E FY-23E

Net Sales 21,414 21,736 22,337 24,866 27,934 

EBITDA 2,095 3,004 3,596 4,501 5,615 

EBITDA Margin 9.8% 13.8% 16.1% 18.1% 20.1%

PAT (₹) 1,337 1,934 2,359 3,017 3,822 

EV/Sales 4.5 4.5 4.4 3.9 3.5 

EV/EBITDA 40.8 28.6 24.7 20.0 16.1 

P/E (x) 71.5 49.5 40.5 31.7 25.0 
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Consolidated Financials:

Source: Company, Anand Rathi Research

Sheela Foam Limited 

(In ₹ mn) FY-19 FY-20 FY-21E FY-22E FY-23E

Net Sales 21,414 21,736 22,337 24,866 27,934 

Operating Expense 19,319 18,732 18,740 20,365 22,319 

EBITDA 2,095 3,004 3,596 4,501 5,615 

Other Income 291 400 335 373 419 

Depreciation 395 590 462 514 578 

EBIT 1,991 2,814 3,469 4,359 5,456 

Interest 96 130 192 169 147 

Misc. items -
(120)

- - -

PBT 1,894 2,564 3,277 4,190 5,309 

Tax 557 621 918 1,173 1,487 

Minority Interest - (9) - - -

PAT 1,337 1,934 2,359 3,017 3,822 

Margins FY-19 FY-20 FY-21E FY-22E FY-23E

Sales Growth % 9.0% 1.5% 2.8% 11.3% 12.3%

Operating Margin % 9.8% 13.8% 16.1% 18.1% 20.1%

Net Margin % 6.2% 8.9% 10.6% 12.1% 13.7%

(In ₹ mn) FY-19 FY-20 FY-21E FY-22E FY-23E

Liabilities

Equity Share Capital 244 244 244 244 244 

Reserves & Surplus 7,057 8,954 11,313 14,330 18,152 

Totat Shareholder's Funds 7,301 9,197 11,557 14,574 18,396 

Minority Interest - 79 79 79 79 

Long-Term Liabilities 56 1,571 1,371 1,171 971 

Other Long-term 
Liabilities

776 2,320 2,186 1,886 1,586 

Deferred Tax Liability (4,300) 172 50 50 50 

Short-term Liabilities 3,420 3,847 3,953 4,401 4,944 

Total 11,618 17,186 19,196 22,161 26,075 

Assets

Net Fixed Assets 3,485 8,171 5,174 5,532 6,011 

Long-Term L&A 130 39 39 39 39 

Non Current Investments 1,131 709 709 709 709 

Other Non-Current Assets 15 25 25 25 25 

Current Asset 6,857 7,569 12,698 15,604 19,290 

Total 11,618 17,186 19,196 22,161 26,075 
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 The SFL group faces intense competition from domestic players such as Kurlon Enterprises Ltd, Duroflex Pvt Ltd and Peps

Industries Pvt Ltd, as well as from unorganised players, which form 60-65% of the market in India.

 SFL is compelled to spend heavily in marketing and selling as their competitors are being backed by cash rich PE funds leading to

intense competitive scenario.

 Susceptibility to volatile input prices.

Risks & Concerns

Sheela Foam Limited
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Rating and Target Price history:

SFL IN rating detailsSFL IN rating history & price chart

Source: Bloomberg, Anand Rathi Research

Source: Bloomberg, Anand Rathi Research

NOTE: Prices are as on 30th March 2021 close.

Sheela Foam Limited 

Date Rating Target Price (₹) Share Price (₹)

30-March-21 BUY 2,430 1,961
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Disclaimer:

Sheela Foam Limited 

Analyst Certification

 The views expressed in this Research Report accurately reflect the personal views of the analyst(s) about the subject securities or issuers and no part of the

compensation of the research analyst(s) was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views expressed by the research

analyst(s) in this report. The research analysts are bound by stringent internal regulations and also legal and statutory requirements of the Securities and Exchange

Board of India (hereinafter “SEBI”) and the analysts’ compensation are completely delinked from all the other companies and/or entities of Anand Rathi, and have

no bearing whatsoever on any recommendation that they have given in the Research Report.

Ratings Methodology

 Analysts’ ratings and the corresponding expected returns take into account our definitions of Large Caps (>₹300 Billion ) and Mid/Small Caps (<₹300 Billion ) or SEBI

definition vide its circularSEBI/HO/IMD/DF3/CIR/P/2017/114 dated 6th October 2017, whichever is higher and as described in the Ratings Table below:

Ratings Guide (12 months) Buy Hold Sell

Large Caps (>₹300Bn.) 15% 5%-10% Below 5%

Mid/Small Caps (<₹300 Bn.) 20% 10%-15% Below 10%
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Disclaimer:

Research Disclaimer and Disclosure inter-alia as required under Securities and Exchange Board of India (Research Analysts) Regulations, 2014

Anand Rathi Share and Stock Brokers Ltd. (hereinafter refer as ARSSBL) (Research Entity, SEBI Regn No. INH000000834, Date of Regn. 29/06/2015) is a subsidiary of the

Anand Rathi Financial Services Ltd. ARSSBL is a corporate trading and clearing member of Bombay Stock Exchange Ltd, National Stock Exchange of India Ltd. (NSEIL),

Multi Stock Exchange of India Ltd (MCX-SX) and also depository participant with National Securities Depository Ltd (NSDL) and Central Depository Services Ltd. ARSSBL

is engaged into the business of Stock Broking, Depository Participant, Mutual Fund distributor.

The research analysts, strategists, or research associates principally responsible for the preparation of Anand Rathi Research have received compensation based upon

various factors, including quality of research, investor client feedback, stock picking, competitive factors, firm revenues.

General Disclaimer: - This Research Report (hereinafter called “Report”) is meant solely for use by the recipient and is not for circulation. This Report does not

constitute a personal recommendation or take into account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual clients. The

recommendations, if any, made herein are expression of views and/or opinions and should not be deemed or construed to be neither advice for the purpose of

purchase or sale of any security, derivatives or any other security through ARSSBL nor any solicitation or offering of any investment /trading opportunity on behalf of

the issuer(s) of the respective security (ies) referred to herein. These information / opinions / views are not meant to serve as a professional investment guide for the

readers.No action is solicited based upon the information provided herein. Recipients of this Report should rely on information/data arising out of their own

investigations. Readers are advised to seek independent professional advice and arrive at an informed trading/investment decision before executing any trades or

making any investments. This Report has been prepared on the basis of publicly available information, internally developed data and other sources believed by ARSSBL

to be reliable. ARSSBL or its directors, employees, affiliates or representatives do not assume any responsibility for, or warrant the accuracy, completeness, adequacy

and reliability of such information / opinions / views. While due care has been taken to ensure that the disclosures and opinions given are fair and reasonable, none of

the directors, employees, affiliates or representatives of ARSSBL shall be liable for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, consequential, punitive or exemplary

damages, including lost profits arising in any way whatsoever from the information / opinions / views contained in this Report. The price and value of the investments

referred to in this Report and the income from them may go down as well as up, and investors may realize losses on any investments. Past performance is not a guide

for future performance. ARSSBL does not provide tax advice to its clients, and all investors are strongly advised to consult with their tax advisers regarding taxation

aspects of any potential investment.

Continued…

Sheela Foam Limited 
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Disclaimer:

Contd…

Opinions expressed are our current opinions as of the date appearing on this Research only. We do not undertake to advise you as to any change of our views 
expressed in this Report. Research Report may differ between ARSSBL’s RAs and/ or ARSSBL’s associate companies on account of differences in research methodology, 
personal judgment and difference in time horizons for which recommendations are made. User should keep this risk in mind and not hold ARSSBL, its employees and 
associates responsible for any losses, damages of any type whatsoever.

ARSSBL and its associates or employees may; (a) from time to time, have long or short positions in, and buy or sell the investments in/ security of company (ies) 
mentioned herein or (b) be engaged in any other transaction involving such investments/ securities of company (ies) discussed herein or act as advisor or lender / 
borrower to such company (ies) these and other activities of ARSSBL and its associates or employees may not be construed as potential conflict of interest with respect 
to any recommendation and related information and opinions. Without limiting any of the foregoing, in no event shall ARSSBL and its associates or employees or any 
third party involved in, or related to computing or compiling the information have any liability for any damages of any kind.

Details of Associates of ARSSBL and Brief History of Disciplinary action by regulatory authorities & its associates are available on our website i. e. www.rathi.com 

Disclaimers in respect of jurisdiction: This report is not directed to, or intended for distribution to or use by, any person or entity who is a citizen or resident of or 
located in any locality, state, country or other jurisdiction where such distribution, publication, availability or use would be contrary to law or regulation or which would 
subject ARSSBL to any registration or licensing requirement within such jurisdiction(s). No action has been or will be taken by ARSSBL in any jurisdiction (other than 
India), where any action for such purpose(s) is required. Accordingly, this Report shall not be possessed, circulated and/or distributed in any such country or jurisdiction 
unless such action is in compliance with all applicable laws and regulations of such country or jurisdiction. ARSSBL requires such recipient to inform himself about and to 
observe any restrictions at his own expense, without any liability to ARSSBL. Any dispute arising out of this Report shall be subject to the exclusive jurisdiction of the 
Courts in India. 

Copyright: - This report is strictly confidential and is being furnished to you solely for your information. All material presented in this report, unless specifically indicated 
otherwise, is under copyright to ARSSBL. None of the material, its content, or any copy of such material or content, may be altered in any way, transmitted, copied or 
reproduced (in whole or in part) or redistributed in any form to any other party, without the prior express written permission of ARSSBL. All trademarks, service marks 
and logos used in this report are trademarks or service marks or registered trademarks or service marks of ARSSBL or its affiliates, unless specifically mentioned 
otherwise.

Contd…

Sheela Foam Limited 
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Disclaimer:

Contd.

Statements on ownership and material conflicts of interest, compensation - ARSSBL and Associates 

Sr. 
No. 

Statement 

Answers to the Best of the knowledge
and belief of the ARSSBL/ its
Associates/ Research Analyst who is
preparing this report

1
ARSSBL/its Associates/ Research Analyst/ his Relative have any financial interest in the subject company? Nature of Interest (if applicable), is given
against the company’s name?. NO

2

ARSSBL/its Associates/ Research Analyst/ his Relative have actual/beneficial ownership of one per cent or more securities of the subject company, at the
end of the month immediately preceding the date of publication of the research report or date of the public appearance?. NO

3
ARSSBL/its Associates/ Research Analyst/ his Relative have any other material conflict of interest at the time of publication of the research report or at
the time of public appearance?. NO

4 ARSSBL/its Associates/ Research Analyst/ his Relative have received any compensation from the subject company in the past twelve months. NO

5
ARSSBL/its Associates/ Research Analyst/ his Relative have managed or co-managed public offering of securities for the subject company in the past
twelve months.

NO

6
ARSSBL/its Associates/ Research Analyst/ his Relative have received any compensation for investment banking or merchant banking or brokerage
services from the subject company in the past twelve months. NO

7

ARSSBL/its Associates/ Research Analyst/ his Relative have received any compensation for products or services other than investment banking or
merchant banking or brokerage services from the subject company in the past twelve months. NO

8
ARSSBL/its Associates/ Research Analyst/ his Relative have received any compensation or other benefits from the subject company or third party in
connection with the research report. NO

9 ARSSBL/its Associates/ Research Analyst/ his Relative have served as an officer, director or employee of the subject company. NO

10 ARSSBL/its Associates/ Research Analyst/ his Relative has been engaged in market making activity for the subject company. NO

Sheela Foam Limited 


